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One mechanism of information storage in neurons is the
plasticity in the strength of synaptic contacts. The
strength of an excitatory synapse is partially due to the
concentration of a particular type of ionotropic glutamate
receptor (AMPAR) in the post-synaptic density (PSD).
AMPAR concentration in the PSD has to be plastic, to
allow the storage of new memories; but it also has to be
stable to preserve important information. Although
much is known about the molecular identity of synapses,
the biophysical mechanisms by which AMPAR can enter,
leave and remain in the synapse are unclear.
We implemented Monte Carlo simulations to deter-
mine the influence of PSD structure and activity in
maintaining homeostatic concentrations of AMPARs in
the synapse. The model consisted of tracking the move-
ment of individual AMPAR in and around a PSD. The
membrane was simulated as a square mesh in which
each position could be present a diffusing AMPAR, and
anchored PSD molecule, or be empty. PSD molecules
could be active, in which case, they could bind with a
certain binding energy to AMPAR. If PSD molecules
were inactive they acted as obstacles [1,2].
We found that, the high concentration and excluded
volume caused by PSD molecules result in molecular
crowding. Diffusion of AMPAR in the PSD under such con-
ditions is anomalous. Anomalous diffusion due to molecu-
lar crowding is a physical process fundamentally different
from the steady-state excluded volume analyses such as tor-
tuosity [3]. Anomalous diffusion of AMPAR results in
retention of these receptors inside the PSD for periods ran-
ging from seconds to several hours in the absence of any
binding of receptors to PSD molecules. Our simulations
were capable of reproducing several recent experimental
results [4,5]. Trapping of receptors in the PSD by crowding
effects was very sensitive to the concentration of PSD mole-
cules, showing a switch-like behavior for retention of recep-
tors. Non-covalent binding of AMPAR to anchored PSD
molecules allowed the synapse to become well-mixed,
resulting in normal diffusion of AMPAR. Binding also
allowed the exchange of receptors in and out of the PSD.
We propose that molecular crowding is an important
mechanism to maintain homeostatic synaptic concentra-
tions of AMPARs in the PSD without the need of energeti-
cally expensive biochemical reactions. Binding of AMPAR
with PSD molecules could collaborate with crowding to
maintain synaptic homeostasis but could also allows
synaptic plasticity by increasing the exchange of these
receptors with the surrounding extra-synaptic membrane.
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